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Take the next step with us.
We are excited to launch this seasonal newsletter to provide you with an overview of
the company’s recent news and accomplishments.

For over a decade, we have been
committed to developing the latest
technology and engineering to
commercialize wearable exoskeletons
and robotic-assist devices in a
variety of applications such as
medical and industrial markets.
Exoskeletons resolve unique customer
challenges in rehabilitation, allowing
people to rethink their current
physical limitations. Light-weight
assist devices for industrial workers
will help achieve mobility, strength,
or endurance not otherwise possible.

Investor Feature Story

What Weighs 13 Pounds and
Offloads Up to Three-Quarters
of Payload?
Meet Artemis.
By Carrie Yamond

Senior Communications
Strategist, Lazar Partners
Twitter: @carrieyamond

As a pioneer and leader in exoskeleton
Intellectual Property (IP), Ekso Bionics
is able to leverage its extensive
expertise whenever faced with new
projects.
Ekso’s latest government-funded
project set out to explore and develop
a lightweight, flexible load-carriage
exoskeleton. Tapping into the company’s core IP and applying lessons
learned from other projects, Ekso
delivered… Artemis.
Kurt Amundson, Senior Director of
EksoHealth and EksoLabs, shared how
this purely mechanical system was
developed.
When trying to solve a new problem,
EksoLabs first taps into its patent
bank to piece together a new solution.
“We take a look at what customers
actually need, and find the tools we
already have for it. Because we have a
bunch of different solutions, we can
come up with answers based on work
we’ve done before,” said Kurt. “It’s
usually a synergy of our work coming
together to solve the problem -- and
we already have loads of patents in
place to protect these ideas.”
Developing flexible load carriage is no easy feat -- Kurt described it as figuring out how to “push
on a string.”
This patent-pending technology called Artemis weighs a mere 13 pounds, is a purely mechanical
device, and can successfully offload up to three-quarters of payload while also being
comfortable to wear.
Kurt explained, “An added challenge was that it also had be comfortable to wear for long
periods of time. Our team wore it and did three-mile marches to test it for comfort firsthand.”

We see potential for this type of
lightweight device, especially
for workers in the industrial
setting.
Ekso is disciplined in the projects it pursues because of
the company’s focus on commercialization. One of the
benefits of the government-funded projects Ekso has
worked on is that it allows for testing additional ideas
while retaining the IP afterwards.
“We see potential for this type of lightweight device, especially for workers in the industrial
setting,” said Kurt.
While Ekso isn’t quite ready to commit to its future plans for Artemis, Kurt can envision various
uses for a device that can take three-quarters of payload off a person -- “anything from industrial workers to even recreational use.”
Artemis is just the latest addition to Ekso Bionics’ industry-leading IP portfolio, and broadens its
toolkit for the next exoskeleton solution the company explores.

Executive Story at Good Shepherd
Rehabilitation Network
Good Shepherd Rehabilitation Network (Allen-town, PA) is a nationally recognized
neuro-rehabilitation leader, offering a continuum of care for patients with stroke,
spinal cord injuries and other neurological conditions.

WATCH HERE

In the News
Tom Looby, president and CEO of Ekso Bionics,
provided an update on the magnitude of the stroke
rehabilitation market on CNBC’s “On the Money.”

LEARN MORE

Max Scheder-Bieschin, CFO of Ekso Bionics, sat
down to talk about how Ekso Bionics is investing
in technology that is helping hospitals provide
mobility to spinal cord injury and stroke patients
as well as injured military personnel with the
help of a “wearable exoskeleton.”

LEARN MORE

ExoskeletonReport.com created ‘An Overview
of the Exoskeleton Patent Landscape’ which
shows Ekso Bionics ranking in the lead on patent
assignees. We’re proud of our IP (Intellectual
Property)!

LEARN MORE

Fast Company visited our headquarters to speak
with President and CEO, Tom Looby, and see our
“state-of-the-art robotics” that are
revolutionizing rehabilitation.

LEARN MORE

Seeker also visited us to meet CTO Russ Angold
and Matt Tilford, who is paralyzed but able to walk
and regain some freedom thanks to EksoGT.

LEARN MORE

Awards and Recognition

WORLD CHANGING IDEAS 2017

Hear What Customers Are Saying
About EksoGT

“My favorite feature on EksoGT
is where it shows you how much
work you’re actually doing compared
to the machine…
...I wasn’t just able to feel that I was
getting better, I had actual proof.”

—Sasha Pavlenko

READ MORE

About EksoZeroG

“Before carpenters could get
between 50 and 100 holes in a
day by switching guys out,
because it is just brutal...
Now with Peggy Sue [EksoZeroG],
on a good day, I can do 300 to
330 holes — one guy by himself.”

—Steve Brown

READ MORE

Before you go,
we invite you to watch our latest montage video.

WATCH HERE

Questions or Comments?
Please contact us at
investors@eksobionics.com.
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Any statements contained in this newsletter that do not describe historical facts may constitute forward-looking
statements. Forward-looking statements may include, without limitation, statements regarding (i) the plans and
objectives of management for future operations, including plans or objectives relating to the design, development
and commercialization of human exoskeletons, (ii) estimates or projection of financial results, financial condition,
capital expenditures, capital structure or other financial items, (iii) the Company's future financial performance and
(iv) the assumptions underlying or relating to any statement described in points (i), (ii) or (iii) above. Such
forward-looking statements are not meant to predict or guarantee actual results, performance, events or circumstances and may not be realized because they are based upon the Company's current projections, plans, objectives, beliefs, expectations, estimates and assumptions and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties and
other influences, many of which the Company has no control over. Actual results and the timing of certain events
and circumstances may differ materially from those described by the forward-looking statements as a result of
these risks and uncertainties. Factors that may influence or contribute to the inaccuracy of the forward-looking
statements or cause actual results to differ materially from expected or desired results may include, without
limitation, the Company's inability to obtain adequate financing to fund the Company's operations and necessary to
develop or enhance our technology, the significant length of time and resources associated with the development
of the Company's products, the Company's failure to achieve broad market acceptance of the Company's products,
the failure of our sales and marketing organization or partners to market our products effectively, adverse results in
future clinical studies of the Company's medical device products, the failure to obtain or maintain patent protection for the Company's technology, failure to obtain or maintain regulatory approval to market the Company's
medical devices, lack of product diversification, existing or increased competition, and the Company's failure to
implement the Company's business plans or strategies. These and other factors are identified and described in
more detail in the Company's filings with the SEC. To learn more about Ekso Bionics please visit us at www.eksobionics.com. The Company does not undertake to update these forward-looking statements.

